Self Contained Austrian Lift System

- Modular design
- Fully self contained, just lift into place
- 600 pound lift capacity
- Up to 80 fpm line speed
- Programmable hoist control
- Sections are provided assembled with bearing supports and yo-yo drums installed
- Yo-Yo drums, cable guides and bearing brackets or field adjustable so exact line placement is not needed for fabrication
- Sections are available in 10’, 5’ and 3’ lengths
- Solid steel couplings and direct drive machine components used, so no belts, chains, or coupling spiders to worry about
- Easy and quick set up and tear down makes the systems ideal for traveling productions, arena events and convention centers
- Rotary limit switches for full up and full down provided with each unit. Programmable multiple stop controls are available as an option

Simply the easiest Austrian lift system you will ever use.
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